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Actividades a desarrollar por el estudiante o desarrolladas

Dear father and mother, these are the activities your children are going to develop
during this term. Follow carefully all given instructions and elaborate a file with all
activities developed.
FIRST WEEK:
1. Watch the following videos to understand what concept of ‘sustainability’ is:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yCsjASSd1M
b. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FzKYjs9TM5Y
c. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I4wj61hScUQ
2. Answer these following questions in English:
a. What is sustainability?
b. Which are the most important aspects of sustainability?
c. Why is sustainability important for us?
d. What can we do to improve sustainability in our context?
e. How can I improve sustainability for myself?
2. Research and write WH-Questions and give and example of each of them.
SECOND WEEK:
1. Elaborate a recycler puppet that presents most important problems in the environment.
a. Prepare a short presentation with the puppet to present in virtual meeting.
2. Practice our irregular verbs’ list, writing and pronouncing them. The first 20 verbs:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7InhLXLPfc
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FIRST WEEK
1. Elaborate a recycling puppet that presents most important problems in the environment.
a. Prepare a short presentation with the puppet to present in virtual meeting.
2. Practice our irregular verbs’ list, writing and pronouncing them. The first 20 verbs:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7InhLXLPfc
3. Research about possessive adjectives and write 2 examples of each of them.
SECOND WEEK
1. Watch the following video and make a list in English of different environmental
problems:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pugqkrz5ZI4
2. Watch the following short film and write on a paper what do you understand about it:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e5y7FMCZwKQ
3. Elaborate a small poster to present the ideas you can take into account to preserve the
environment. Watch the following videos about environmental consciousness and
responsibility:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNWbuU65trY
b. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XyjTwZq7mnM
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FIRST WEEK
1. Prepare 5 points to discuss your help to the environment. Make your presentation with
the recycler puppet in 2 minutes.
2. Watch this Michael Jackson video and translate this song:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAi3VTSdTxU
3. Practice our irregular verbs’ list, writing and pronouncing them. The first 30 verbs:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7InhLXLPfc
SECOND WEEK
1. Values’ sustainability concept. Watch the following video and make the list of human
values in English:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDw2nAzRzBg
2. Recognize the most important values in the following tale (until minute 8.12) and write
them in English
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t9kypt4c8mg
3. Which is your most remarkable value?
Make a drawing of it and explain your answer.
4. Research about adverbs of frequency and give 2 examples of each of them.
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FIRST WEEK

1. Which are the values presented in this video? Make a picture of it:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lW5JXZwCVw8
2. Which social aspects are not considered as values? Watch the following video:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7lHRWg8Kgw
3. Develope the activity shown in the video. Write everything in English:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8VIgvVL0Y5E
4. Practice our irregular verbs’ list, writing and pronouncing them. The first 30 verbs:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a7InhLXLPfc
SECOND WEEK
1. Which are the most important social problems in the world? Watch the following videos
in English and take notes about them:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dNSE6M9wVLs
b. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8SM3omOvh38
c. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UzkDmdcZ_8o
2. Make a mind map in English with the most important social problems in the world.

